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Hi! 
 
This document is designed to support the notes you may have taken, but frankly, I don’t really want you 
taking too many notes anyway.  I want you participating and absorbing.  My goal is that with this 
document, you can go home and reconnect sufficiently with your experience in order to either use these 
interventions as they are, or, build off them something unique… something… YOU. 
 
 
Goals of Music Therapy 
 
1.     Increase present moment awareness 
2.     Increase interpersonal connection 
3.     Increase emotional expression 
4.     Increase relaxation 
5.     Increase creativity 
 

 
Intervention # 1:  Active Music Making  “Play it Don’t Say it” 
 
Goals addressed: 
 

1.     Increase present moment awareness 
2.     Increase interpersonal connection 
3.     Increase non-verbal expression 
4.     Increase emotional expression 

 
In this rhythmic experience, participants practice exploring non-verbal communication by answering 
questions with an instrument rather than with words.   (Inspiration/source: “Inspirational Beats” portion of 
REMO HealthRHYTHMS protocol) 
 
1.  If ANYONE in the group hasn’t drummed with you before, first introduce every single instrument you 

have and demonstrate how to make sound with it.  People have a culturally developed performance 
anxiety around music instrument playing, so you have to teach them how to play.  

2. Begin the group with an “open jam” where you tell people you are going to lay down a foundation 
beat, and that they are free to pick up any instrument they want and check it out… switch if they want 
to.  Your job is play the deepest, loudest drum in the group and KEEP IT SIMPLE.  If you have a bass 
drum you can play with a mallet, use a tambourine or shaker in your other hand to create a 
“frequency container” with the two instruments.  Let the group explore and experiment with absolutely 
no attachment to whether a groove emerges or not for at least 5 minutes.   

3. After a while, some sort of groove eventually emerges, and do NOT move on to the next session until 
some sort of rhythmic connection has been made.  If the group is having a hard time connecting, you 
can play a couple of different games to connect everyone.  A series of call and responses works to 



get everyone listening and out of their own world, but make sure to get back to “1-2-make-up-your-
own-beat!” And see if the group dials in the groove on their own. 

4. Only after the group has connected rhythmically, can you begin the next portion.  Ask everyone to 
place their instruments back in the center of the circle.  Here is where I explain that I’m going to ask a 
question or two, and each person is going to answer.  When it’s not our turn, our job is to listen to the 
person answering and see if we can understand what he or she is going for, or saying.  Then, each 
one of us will pick 1-2 words to verbally share what we heard, but the person who played can’t reveal 
what it was they said until the whole group has responded.  This can be modified depending on how 
many people you have in your group.   

5. Next I ask the question, and then I assign the person to my right to start us off.  They have all the 
instruments at their disposal, and they answer the question.  Now, I ask the person next to them, 
“____, what did you hear?”  The question is phrased this way so that the person can respond literally 
or metaphorically.  This way, everyone can participate.  Inevitably, they make the symbolic 
connection and they respond.  I then ask the next person, “____, what did YOU hear?”  We continue 
the responses until we get back to the person who played the answer, and they explain their answer.  
In probably 90% or more of the time, the answers were accurate, with at least 1-2 being SPOT ON.  
This gives the person the experience of really being heard. 

6. At the end of the group, ask the group,” What did it feel like being heard by your peers?”  And WAIT 
for the responses.  DO NOT go on.  People in addiction suffer (literally) from disconnection.  WE 
NEED to SHOW them when connection has occurred.  Another question you can ask is, “How did it 
feel to express yourself without words?”  This taps into creative expression as well as non-verbal 
expression. 

7. Here’s a list of questions I devised based on the 12 steps.  Now, I don’t tell the group that’s where the 
questions come from.  If you have the same group multiple times, you can work multiple steps with 
them, depending on how many questions you get through.  For lack of a better way to explain it, the 
first question is a ‘negative’ question and the second one is a ‘positive’ question.   

 
Step 1:  We admitted we were powerless over our addiction—that our lives had become unmanageable. 
 Question 1:  How does it feel when life gets out of control? 
 Question 2:  What did it feel like when you felt like you were managing okay? 
Step 2:  Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity. 
 Question 1:  How does it feel to be alone?  

Question 2:  What does it feel like when you are connected? 
Step 3:  Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we understood God. 
 Question 1:  How does it feel when you are trying to hold it all together on your own?  

Question 2:  What does it feel like when you are cared for? 
Step 4:  Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves. 
 Question 1:  When you think about looking at your past, what is present?  

Question 2:  How does it feel whenever you have gotten really honest with yourself? 
Step 5: Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs. 
 Question 1:  When you consider admitting and disclosing all your flaws, what does it feel like? 

Question 2:  What does it feel like when someone is vulnerable with you? 
Step 6: Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character. 
 Question 1:  How has it felt to carry around everything you've done in the past? 

Question 2:  What does it feel like when you have kicked a habit? 
Step 7: Humbly asked God to remove our shortcomings. 
 Question 1:  What does it sound like when you talk to your Higher Power? 

Question 2:  What does it sound like when your Higher Power talks to you? 
Step 8: Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends to them all. 
 Question 1:  How does it feel when you think about all the wreckage in your past? 

Question 2:  What would it feel like if it could all be left behind? 



Step 9: Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so would injure them or others. 
 Question 1:  How does it feel when someone has clearly wronged you, but won't make amends? 

Question 2:  What does it feel like to forgive? 
Step 10:  Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly admitted it. 
 Question 1:  What’s it like to make a mistake that you’ve made before? 

Question 2:  What does it sound like after you've come clean? 
Step 11: Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God, as we 
understood God, praying only for knowledge of God's will for us and the power to carry that out. 
 Question 1:  What’s it like when you don't feel connected to your higher power? 

Question 2:  What does it sound like inside when you either pray or meditate? 
Step 12: Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these Steps, we tried to carry this message to 
other addicts, and to practice these principles in our lives. 
 Question 1:  What does it feel like when you are NOT working your program? 

Question 2:  What does it feel like when you support another person in recovery? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Intervention # 2:  Lyric Analysis  “Resonance” 
  
Goals addressed: 
  

1.     Increase interpersonal connection 
  
In this intervention, we role play as doctors listening to the music of a patient of ours to ascertain what 
stage of treatment he/she is in.  By role playing, the participant gets to safely discuss stages of treatment 
without any personal investment which accesses a level of objectivity unattainable when looking at self.  
They ‘resonate’ with the patient and subconsciously (or often times consciously) discuss what treatment 
is like for them when comparing and contrasting the stages.  At the end of the session, we ‘de-role,’ and 
each person assesses what stage they are in and articulates ONE STEP OR ACTION they need to take 
to move to the next stage.   (Inspiration/source: Ron Borczon’s book, “Music Therapy Vignettes.”) 
  
1.   For this session, you’ll be using recorded music, so you’ll need whatever equipment you have at your 
disposal to facilitate a decent music listening experience for everyone in the group.  In other words, make 
sure your speakers don’t suck. ;-) 
2.   Feel free to pick whatever music you want for this.  It just needs to be thematically related to addiction 
or mental health. There are two ways I do this session:  3 different songs from 3 different artists, and 3 
different songs from the band “A Perfect Circle” off their record, “Thirteen Steps.”  It’s a record written 
about heroin addiction, and the singer’s journey to recovery.  Each song is based on a step.  It’s pretty 
awesome for this context, regardless of how you feel about the music.  For the three different artists, I use 
“Love to be Loved” by Peter Gabriel, “Montana Half-Light” by Philip Aaberg (thank you Ron, for these two) 
and “Bodysnatchers” by Radiohead.  That one is a DOOZY! 
3.     Start out by telling the group, “We are about to role play, and we are now doctors, and we all work at 
a treatment facility and we’re in rounds.  So… (then I go around the group and look at each person and 
call them Dr. (first name, Dr. (first name), and I nod my head professionally at each of them.  They LOVE 



this.  Sometimes they ask if they can make up a name, and depending on the name, I usually agree… 
adds to the play aspect of the whole thing)We’ll be discussing 3 (or 1) patients and determining what 
stage of treatment each one is in.  However, they are a bit eccentric; when they come to see us, instead 
of talking about how they are, they bring in music they’ve recorded at home to describe where they’re at.  
Your job will be to listen to their music, determine what stage of treatment they are in, and defend your 
opinion to the group. 
4.     Then, I go through a “Review from med school of the 5 stages of Treatment.”  (PS This is straight out 
of Ron’s session, so for a deeper dive, get his book.)  I show the table on the following page and describe 
each stage to the participants and reiterate that it’s ‘review from med school” to keep them displaced from 
looking at this as themselves.  
5.     We listen to the first selection.  I give the participants the lyrics to review while they listen.  I remind 
them that the lyrics are just one voice in the ensemble, and MAKE SURE to not miss what the person is 
communicating with their music.  One of the musical examples Ron uses (and so do I) is an instrumental 
piano piece, so for this one, they REALLY have to listen with their ears and not just with their eyes. 
6.     I look at the first “Dr.” and I say, “Dr. (first name), what say you?” and then the group listens to their 
assessment.  I thank the good doctor and acknowledge something specific about their assessment to 
reinforce that I’ve heard them, and then move on to the next person.  Rinse and repeat til you get to the 
end. 
7.     Listen to your next selection(s) until you have about 10 minutes left. 
8.     Now, I say, “We’re going to de-role now, so you are now back here at ______ (facility).  I want you to 
close your eyes for a minute.  (wait until everyone’s eyes are closed).  Notice your breath.  Follow it in 
and out. Notice without judgment what sound your breath makes.  (this is just to get them centered and 
focused inward).  Now, think about your own journey for a second.  (pause) What stage of treatment are 
you in? (pause) and… what is ONE STEP, ONE ACTION that you can take to move you to the next step? 
(pause)  Okay, open your eyes.”  
9.     Now, I ask each person individually what stage they are in, and what is one action/one step they can 
take to move to the next step.  When they are done, I coach them to help the action be specific and 
singular.  Many times, participants will say something vague that is not measurable, or really entails many 
steps.  The goal is to get them thinking very simply about the things they have to do to heal themselves, 
because they need buy in from their own brain that it can be done.  They need to believe they can do it, 
otherwise they’ll never try, because we are a culture that is PETRIFIED OF FAILURE, so we need to give 
them really small, winnable steps. 
10.  PS there is no right answer to any of it… it’s art!  Don’t tell them that, though. ;-) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Stages of Treatment 
 
 
 

Pre Early Mid 

Late Post 

  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
 
 



 
"Weak and Powerless" 

  
Tilling my own grave to keep me level 

Jam another dragon down the hole 

Digging to the rhythm and the echo of a solitary siren 

One that pushes me along and leaves me so 
  

Desperate and Ravenous 

I'm so weak and powerless over you 
  

Someone feed the monkey while I dig in search of China 

White as Dracula as I approach the bottom 
  

Desperate and Ravenous 

I'm so weak and powerless over you 
  

Little angel go away 

Come again some other day 

The devil has my ear today 

I'll never hear a word you say 

He promised I would find a little solace 

And some piece of mind 

Whatever just as long as I don't feel so 
  

Desperate and Ravenous 

I'm so weak and powerless 

Desperate and Ravenous 

I'm so weak and powerless 

over you 

over you 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Intervention # 3:  Songwriting “The Blues and The Greens” 
  
Music Therapy Goals Addressed: 
  

1.     Increase interpersonal connection 
2.     Increase emotional expression 
3.     Increase creativity 

  
In this intervention, we write two songs about what brings us down, and what brings us up in an easy to 
complete, mad-libs format.  The music is simple so that no one feels intimidated, because the purpose of 
the session is revealed at the end of the session.   
  
1.              I start the session by giving a little history lesson on the origin of the blues, and how it’s a style of 
music that is devoted to capturing the human experience of suffering, and of transforming the suffering by 
making art out of it.  It’s about identifying and articulating what brings us down.  When we can see it for 
what it is and transform it into some art, it gives us some power over it and distance from it. 
2.              Next, I sing my song, “The Blues.” I am open and vulnerable and share two real things that bring 
me down so that I model the authenticity and vulnerability I expect from them.  Gotta be willing to go first! 
3.              Now I give them clipboards with the mad-libs lyrics to “The Blues” and instruct them to write their 
own verses.   Again, super simple… that’s the point.  I need the most ‘non-musician’ person in the group 
to take one look at it and say to himself or herself, “Oh, I can do THIS.”  While they write their lyrics, I play 
the blues progression in the background on my guitar. 
4.              Then, I ask for each participant to share ONE of their blues, and I write them on the white board.  
I’ll let you get creative on how to do this without a whiteboard, because everyone needs to see everyone 
else’s blues.  I stack them one on top of the other. 
5.              Next, I explain that we’re gonna sing a custom version of “The Blues” and I lead the group singing 
it.  I tell them that the blues is not so much ‘sung’ as spoken, or even growled, so no talent allowed!  I tell 
them I want their best old foagie on a front porch voice, and they can just speak the lyrics, but they gotta 
participate.  Keep it fun.  We sing the song, and skip the refrain between each verse until we get to the 
end. 
6.              Now it’s time for “The Greens.”  I explain that growing up in CT, when spring finally came around, 
the world outside turned from grey and brown to green, so green to me symbolizes new life, growth, and 
makes me happy.  I also explain that I get the obvious weed reference, and no, that’s not it.   Again, I 
keep it playful. 
7.              I sing my version. 
8.              They write their version 
9.              We sing one line from each of them just like the blues. 
10.           THE FINALE:  I ask them, “For whom was the blues easier to write? Show of hands.  For whom 
was the greens easier to write?  Show of hands.  For whom were they equally easy to write?”  (Inevitably, 
the group is split 33/33/33. It’s never been all one or all the other)  “The point is that we all have blues and 
greens in our lives RIGHT NOW…. Even right now!  And the thing is to be mindful of what you focus on, 
because what you focus on expands.”  BAM.  The two lyric sheets I use are on the next two pages.   
 
  
  
  
  



  

The Blues 

I’ve got the blues 

How ‘bout you? 

What can I do 

I’ve got the blues 

 

I feel____________ when ____________________ 

(emotion)                                               (condition or circumstance) 
 

I’ve got the blues 

How ‘bout you? 

What can I do 

I’ve got the blues 

 

I feel____________ when ____________________ 

     (emotion)                                                (condition or circumstance) 
 

I’ve got the blues 

How ‘bout you? 

What can I do 

I’ve got the blues 

  

but my momma said, 
“This too shall pass.” 

 



The Greens 

 

I’ve got the greens 

Know what I mean? 

It’s what I seen 

That makes me happy 

 

When ____________________ I feel ___________ 

       (condition or circumstance)                                                   (emotion) 
 
 

I’ve got the greens 

Know what I mean? 

It’s what I seen 

That makes me happy 

 

When ____________________ I feel ___________ 

       (condition or circumstance)                                                   (emotion) 
 
 

I’ve got the greens 

Know what I mean? 

It’s what I seen 

That makes me happy 

  

but my momma said, 
“This too shall pass.” 



Intervention # 4:  Creative Arts “The Fork In The Road” 
  
Music Therapy Goals Addressed: 
  

1.     Increase interpersonal connection 
2.     Increase emotional expression 
3.     Increase creativity 

  
In this session, we actually begin with a lyric analysis of a song that is the catalyst for the creative arts 
portion of the session.  The song is titled “The Fork in the Road,” and highlights the challenge of escaping 
a past that is filled with pain for a future that begins with relief.  Then, participants are given a piece of 
paper that has a picture of a road splitting into two and their job is to visually articulate what life a year 
ago looked like, and what do they want life to look like a year from now.  Feel free to adapt that… could 
be what the past year (or whatever time) has felt like, and what do they want the next (same amount of 
time) to feel like…. The key here is to get them present to a) what happened b) what they want instead, 
and c) using their creative muscles to articulate it.  It could also be “Two futures… one without recovery 
(on the left) and one with recovery (on the right). 
  

1.           First I briefly describe what we’ll be doing today, and I first share the song without giving out the lyrics.  
This way, they consume the music the way they are used to… with their ears. 

2.           Second, I hand out the lyrics and have them circle or underline anything they connect with personally 
while I sing it again.  This time, they are consuming the song with their eyes. 

3.           Now, I ask each person to share about one thing that jumped out at them in the song.  ‘Nuff said. Make 
sure to acknowledge and thank each person for what they say, no matter what. 

4.           Now, I have the group turn the page over and hand out the colored pencils and tell them to visually 
capture what the past year has been like… what was it full of, what did it look like… on the left side of the 
page above the picture, and on the right side, what do they want their life to be like a year from now… 
what do they want it full of… what do they want it to look like.  

5.           The group begins on the left side (the past) and I play the guitar part from the verses of “The Fork in the 
Road” instrumentally.  Here you have to do some math with how much time you have left in your session, 
because you need 5-10 minutes for discussion at the end, and equal time to work on each side of the 
page. 

6.           At the ‘halfway point’, I tell them to move on to the right side of the page if they haven’t already, and I 
begin to play the chorus and bridge from “The Fork in the Road” instrumentally. 

7.           I ask everyone to finish up and then I have each person share about their pictures, and if I’m strapped for 
time, I ask for them to share about one thing from the past and the future. 

8.           IMPORTANT:  This type of work appears at odds with the “one day at a time” mantra and ‘stay in the 
present.’  It’s important to reiterate that it’s safe to explore the past and future WITH A PROFESSIONAL 
while in treatment, but not the best idea to be focusing on either on their own.  

9.           Lyrics (with and without chords) and graphic on the following pages: 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Fork In the Road   By Tim Ringgold 
 
VERSE 1 
There was a time, when everything was right 
With the world, and inside of me 
I thought that I could accomplish anything. 
But then something broke, suddenly felt alone. 
I lost myself trying to escape 
From the pain, from things I can’t explain 
  
         CHORUS 
         There must be a fork in the road 
         Some place that I can set myself free 
         Just a change is all I’m askin’ for 
         A new road that leads back to me 
         God show me the fork in the road 
         A place where I can finally be 
         Free from these chains that’s all I’m askin’ for 
         A new road that leads back to me. 
  
VERSE 2 
Why must I continue to lie? 
To my friends and my family 
But most important of all to me? 
How do I stare myself in the eye? 
And start to love instead of hate? 
All those things that I tried to erase? 
  
         CHORUS 
  
BRIDGE 
I’ve begged I’ve burned I’ve butchered my chances 
There’s no end to the trail of disappointment behind 
But the best gift you’ve ever given me,  O God 
Is to know I’ve still got a shot… THIS day, this time 
  
         CHORUS 
 
 
 
 
 



The Fork In the Road     By Tim Ringgold 
 Bm             G     Bm                          G 
There was a time, when everything was right 
            Am                         D 
With the world, and inside of me 
                    Am                              D         C-D 
I thought that I could accomplish anything. 
Bm                             G       Bm                 G 
But then something broke, suddenly felt alone. 
           Am                    D 
I lost myself trying to escape 
           Am                                   D      C-D 
From the pain, from things I can’t explain 
                      G            C           G 
         There must be a fork in the road 
                                                 Bm              Em 
         Some place that I can set myself free 
                     G                     G-Bm-Em 
         Just a change is all I’m askin’ for 
              C                     D                  G 
         A new road that leads back to me 
                                            C               G 
         God show me the fork in the road 
                                             Bm    Em 
         I place where I can finally be 
                                            G                        G-Bm-Em 
         Free from these chains that’s all I’m askin’ for 
               C               D                  G 
         A new road that leads back to me. 
  
Why must I continue to lie? 
To my friends and my family 
But most important of all to me? 
How do I stare myself in the eye? 
And start to love instead of hate? 
All those things that I tried to erase? 
  
         CHORUS 
        Em                                  C 
I’ve begged I’ve burned I’ve butchered my chances 
         D                                       C         C   C - G 
There’s no end to the trail of disappointment behind 
        C                        D             G     D   C 
The best gift you’ve ever given me,  O God 
         D                         G    D    C             D 
Is to know I’ve still got a shot… THIS day, this time 
  
         CHORUS 



 



Intervention # 5:  Relaxation “Progressive Muscle Relaxation & Relaxation Vacation” 
  
Music Therapy Goals Addressed: 
  

1.    Increase relaxation 
 
Alright, this fifth intervention is a fan favorite because the participants are often still suffering the effects of 
withdrawals, and their energy may be low.  This is perfect because they don’t have to ‘do’ anything except 
sit.  Also we need to give options for how to de-stress without dis-stress, and now that the participant 
doesn’t have access to the number one soothing technique they know, they are often in a crisis for how to 
‘chill out’ in a healthy way.   
 
1. First I tell the group about the mind-body connection and give two examples to show how one 
influences the other (when you’re physically sick, your mood is usually in the toilet, and when you’re 
emotionally anxious, your HR, BP and cortisol all increase).  I then ask each person to describe when 
they are stressed, where do they feel it in their body?   
2. I tell them we are going to examine two opposite types of relaxation.  One relaxes the body, the other 
relaxes the mind.  I don’t care which one works better, different strokes for different folks.  The point is to 
notice which one works FOR YOU and put it in your arsenal.   
3.  I walk them through Progressive Muscle Relaxation in the following way.  I explain that we will be 
relaxing the body by systematically flexing then relaxing every muscle group in the body so we can tell 
what it feels like to feel stressed and what it feels like to feel relaxed. 
4.  I play a very simple G major arpeggio during the relaxation and transition to a D7 during the stress 
moments.  I say, “First, allow your eyes to close.  Bring your awareness to  your breath. (Spend a minute 
just on the breath) Now, bring your awareness to (body part… start at the top and work your way down)... 
when I say go, Flex and hold that part for a count of 4… ready, go!  4, 3, 2, 1, and release.  Enjoy the 
relaxed reaction and feel all the muscles in that area completely relaxed.  (and so on and so forth… 
Here’s the order I do of the body parts:  forehead, eyes, jaw, neck, arms, chest, back, abdomen, hips/butt, 
thighs, calves, shins, feet. Once I get to feet, I ask the group, “over the next several breaths, as you 
exhale, allow any unreleased tension to release.”  I let them sit quietly for about 15 seconds and then 
bring their awareness back out of their body and into the room and fade the guitar.   
5.  Check in the each person how their body feels.  Keep the language concrete and focused on the body.   
6.  I then explain the role of the music.  Three elements: BORING, INSTRUMENTAL, SLOW.  You can 
imagine why these are important and elaborate as you need.  The point is we are entraining the body into 
a state of relaxation while simultaneously using the music as an incidental noise barrier.   
7.  I then talk about music imagery as a healthy way to disconnect from the present moment if they need 
some respite from the present moment.  I walk them through what I call a relaxation vacation where I play 
a simple arpeggio chord progression and ask them to think of a memory on a vacation that was really 
great and preferably sober.  Then I have them take one scene from the memory and create a 3D picture 
of it that they are standing in the middle of.  Then, I ask them questions about their five senses in the 
scene.  I ask, “What do colors you SEE in this scene?”  I ask them to look left and right, and notice the 
colors.  Then I ask, “Just as you can see everything in this scene in full three dimensional clarity, what 
sounds do you HEAR in this scene?” Again ask more questions about the sounds. Then, “Just as you can 
see and hear everything in this scene in full three dimensional clarity, what aromas can you SMELL in this 
scene?” More clarifying questions… then,  “Just as you can see and hear and smell everything in this 
scene in full three dimensional clarity, what flavors can you TASTE in this scene?”  More questions about 
taste.  Then, “Just as you can see and hear and smell and taste everything in this scene in full three 
dimensional clarity, what textures can you TOUCH in this scene?”  More questions.  Then, “Just as you 



can see and hear and smell and taste and touch everything in this scene in full three dimensional clarity, 
how does this scene make you FEEL on the inside?  Allow these feelings to warm up your chest, and 
your back, and radiate through your body.  FEEL the FEELINGS in this scene. (I let them hang out in that 
for about 15 seconds).  This is YOUR memory.  You can come back here any time you need to.  
Comforted by this knowledge, it’s time to leave this scene and bring your awareness back into this 
room…” and lead them back.   
8. Again, discuss the role of the music and ask them which exercise did they connect with better. 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Resources: 
 
“Music Therapy Vignettes” by Ron Borczon 
“In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts: Close Encounters with Addiction” by Gabor Mate 
“Chasing the Scream: The Last Days of the War on Drugs” by Johann Hari 
“Unchain your Brain: 10 Steps to Breaking the Addictions that Steal Your Life” by Daniel Amen 
“The Power of Habit: Why we Do What We Do In Life and Business” by Charles Duhigg 
“Change Anything: the New Science of Personal Success” by Kerry Patterson 
“Songwriting methods, techniques and clinical applications for music therapy clinicians, educators and 
students” by Felicity Baker 
“Music therapy improvisation, communication, and culture” by Evan Ruud 
“Transcendence: Healing and Transformation Through Transcendental Meditation” by Norman Rosenthal 
“Alcoholics Anonymous” by AA and Bill Wilson 
HealthRHYTHMS protocol by REMO 
Crossroads Recovery - a phenomenal plant-based recovery center in Baja, Mexico 
Being True To You - a first of its kind model of recovery coaching 
Recovery 2.0 - a wonderful online platform that focuses on yoga and meditation for recovery 
Institute for Addiction Study - Proponents of the disease model with lots of resources 
Coming soon: Artists for Addicts and I Love Connection Podcast - two amazing platforms developed by a 
dear friend and industry transformer, Joe Polish 
 
 


